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Sentence forms

Ask a question then answer it

Is this the greatest catastrophe of our time? No! This is a massive 
exaggeration.

Can we afford to risk the health of our children? No! Something needs 
to change.

Has our generation been failed by successive governments? Yes, it has, 
and we need a change.



Sentence forms

Adverb pairs

Unfortunately, we risk losing everything. Fortunately, there is a 
solution if we act now.

Unhappily, this is the reality for many children living in poverty. 
Happily, we can all make a difference if we change some simple 
things.



Sentence forms

Three adjectives of/on/to…

We are tired. Tired of waiting, tired of struggling, tired of losing out.

This is unfair. Unfair to students, unfair to teachers, unfair to parents.



Sentence forms

Not only, but also

Not only has this policy cost time and money, it is also extremely 
unpopular with the student population.

Not only could this initiative help local businesses, it could also 
support young people to find work.

Not only is smoking incredibly dangerous for your health, it is also an 
expensive habit.



Take the sentence forms and get students to MEMORISE THEM. 
They can take these into their exam as a safety blanket.

Ask and answer
Unfortunately fortunately
Three adjectives of
Not only but also

Make it part of recall activities
Get them to write them down as soon as they go 
into the exam so they DON’T FORGET under the 
pressure of answering section A

Over time – get students to learn and become comfortable with three or four sentence 
structures per unit of work. Make it part of the assessment. Make it part of the knowledge 
organiser. Make it part of RECALL. From Y7 onwards.

Sentence forms are like ‘devices’ but better. We should be teaching them explicitly.





The most persuasive and effective writing is that which is 
APPROPRIATE, ACCURATE AND POLITE!

Where is the task on this scale?



The most persuasive and effective writing is that which is 
APPROPRIATE, ACCURATE AND POLITE!

Where is your VOCABULARY on this scale?



The most persuasive and effective writing is that which is 
APPROPRIATE, ACCURATE AND POLITE!

Where is this phrase or technique on the scale?
(Verbs are king)



The most persuasive and effective writing is that which is 
APPROPRIATE, ACCURATE AND POLITE!

Rank order these model paragraphs on the scale
Rank order these sentences by appropriateness
Rank order these letters on the scale (HOLISTIC JUDGEMENT)



Y7 Assessment:

Write a persuasive letter in 40 mins



Y7 Assessment:

Write a persuasive letter in 40 mins

Y7 GCSE Language for a 
lifetime

So how DO we prepare 
students for GCSE without
preparing them for GCSE?



AND map it onto the story of their life. To do 
otherwise is to play chance with the future.

Where are our golden threads?
Rhetoric? Planning, drafting and CRAFTING? Form and 
structure? Audience and purpose? 

Where is it?
How are we elevating it?
How are we bringing the JOY? 
How are we bringing the UTILITY?
How are we bringing the EMPOWERMENT? This is the WHY.

What does it look like?
By the end of this unit students will KNOW…
By the end of this unit students will BE ABLE TO…

Map onto the year group, 
key stage and whole 
curriculum plan



IT’S OK! 

WE’VE SEEN THIS BEFORE!

PREDICTABILITY





How to access my sessions...
FUTURE CPD on Eventbrite
22nd June: Planning for trainees
29th June: SPAG for trainees
6th July: Feedback for trainees

Autumn Term 2021
AQA Literature Papers Series with special guests to be announced!
Metacognition Series

bit.ly/FUNKYCPD



https://funkypedagogy.com/cpd-with-funkypedagogy/

https://funkypedagogy.com/cpd-with-funkypedagogy/
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